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West End Gun Club
West End Gun Club (WEGC): The West End Gun Club (WEGC) is a privately owned
Club that is a non-profit California Corporation (Inc.) dedicated to encouraging organized
rifle, pistol and shotgun shooting among citizens of the United States, improving the
citizens’ knowledge of safe handling and proper care of firearms, improving
marksmanship and developing the characteristics of honesty, good fellowship, selfdiscipline, team play and self-reliance as essentials of good sportsmanship. The WEGC
facility is a “members only.” Only members and guests of members can use the facility.
The WEGC has an 80 acres shooting facility in Meyer Canyon of Lytle Creek, California.
The facility offers a wide range of shooting participation opportunities.
WEGC is a National Rifle Association (NRA) and California Rifle and Pistol Association
(CRPA) affiliated club.
National Rifle Association of America (NRA): Founded in 1871, the National Rifle
Association (NRA) is an American nonprofit organization that advocates for gun rights
based upon the 2nd Amendment of the United States Constitution. Founded to advance
rifle marksmanship, the modern NRA continues to teach firearms safety and competency.
NRA membership has surpassed 7 million. The organization is led by a board of 76
elected members who are nominated by committee or by petition from the membership.
The organization also publishes several magazines and sponsors competitive
marksmanship events. Since 1934, the NRA has informed its members of firearm-related
bills and it has directly lobbied for and against legislation since 1975.
California Rifle and Pistol Association (CRPA): Founded in 1875, the California Rifle
and Pistol Association (CRPA) is an organization of sportsmen dedicated to the
preservation of our American heritage. In this age of constant political attacks on the rights
of law-abiding citizens to own and use firearms for legitimate purposes, the CRPA is the
state organization dedicated to protecting firearm freedoms and promoting shooting
sports solely in the State of California. CRPA’s lobbyist in Sacramento fights adverse
firearms legislation and advances laws that will protect your rights. CRPA’s bimonthly
publication, The Firing Line and website keeps its members abreast of current legislative
and shooting news, as well as offering a public forum so members can express their views
in print.
Though the CRPA is the official state association of the National Rifle Association, the
CRPA is a stand-alone California non-profit corporation, independently controlled by its
own Board of Directors. CRPA’s members include: law enforcement officers, prosecutors,
professionals, firearm experts, the general public, and loving parents.

West End Gun Club Shooting Activities
IDPA:
International Defensive Pistol Association (IDPA), created a shooting sport based on
defensive pistol techniques, using equipment including full-charge service ammunition to solve
simulated "real world" self-defense scenarios. Shooters competing in defensive pistol events are
required to use practical handguns and holsters that are deemed suitable for self-defense use. Of the
matches available through the WEGC, IDPA matches could be considered the foundation and a good
starting point for those who desire to enter competitive shooting matches.

PRACTICAL PISTOL:
Practical Shooting, also known as dynamic shooting or action shooting, is a set of shooting
sports where the competitors are trying to unite the three principles of precision, power and speed, by
using a firearm of a certain minimum power (caliber) to score as many points as possible during the
shortest amount of time (or sometimes within a set maximum time). While scoring systems vary
between organizations, each measures the time of which the course is completed, with penalties for
inaccurate shooting. The courses are called "stages" and are shot individually by the shooters.
Usually the shooter must move and shoot from several positions, fire under or over obstacles and in
other unfamiliar positions. There are no standard exercises or set arrangement of the targets, and the
courses are often designed so that the shooter must be inventive, and therefore the solutions of
exercises sometimes varies between shooters.

LESA:
Limited Extreme Shooting Association (LESA) matches are both challenging and fun, even for the
more advanced shooters. LESA matches emphasize the tactical side of competitive practical shooting
by doing things like shooting on the move, shooting from cover, tight shooting lanes, use of no shoot
targets, and use of a strong/weak hand, combo weapon stages, par time standards, and limited round
count on paper. Target distances can range from contact close to the outer limits to test your skill with
your firearms. LESA matches feature paper targets as well as many types of steel targets, such as the
Texas star, spinners, flashers, droppers, clay throwers and other reactive steel.

3-GUN:
3-Gun, depending on the types of firearms used, are “practical shooting” events where each of the
stages require the competitor to use and transition between a combination of handguns, rifles, and
shotguns. Multi-Gun has a lot in common with ordinary IPSC / USPSA matches (i.e., the International
Practical Shooting Confederation / United States Practical Shooting Association matches), and
matches generally have courses of fire where the shooter must move through different stages and
engage targets in a variety of different positions.

COWBOY:
Cowboy Action Shooting (CAS), also known as western action shooting, single action shooting,
or Cowboy 3-Gun) is a competitive shooting sport that originated in Southern California in the early
1980s. CAS is a type of multi-gun match utilizing a combination of handgun(s), rifle, and/or shotgun
in a variety of "Old West-themed" courses of fire for time and accuracy. Participants must dress in
appropriate theme or era "costume" as well as use gear and accessories as mandated by the

respective sanctioning group rules. CAS requires competitors to use firearms typical of the mid-tolate 19th century.

PBR:
Precision Bolt Rifle (PBR) matches are designed to make the Bolt and/or Semi-Auto Rifle Shooters
more proficient and confident shooter with the various courses of fire. PBR matches usually shoot at
steel (unless there is a “RED FLAG” warning). Matches designated for “Precision Bolt Rifle” are
specifically designed for the Bolt Action Shooters only (No semi-automatic weapons). Usually a quality
built heavy barrel rifle with quality optics would be best for this match. However, a quality hunting rifle
can be used as well. Unless otherwise noticed, Semi-Auto Rifles, such as AR-15 Type Platform with
optics, M1A Rifle with optics, etc., are allowed in PBR matches. A minimum 10X power scope is
needed since we shoot at smaller targets, such as M.O.A. (Minute of Angle) sized targets. More scope
power is a benefit, as well as multiple magazines, however not needed.

SILHOUETTE:
Metallic silhouette shooting is a group of target shooting disciplines that involves shooting at steel
targets representing game animals at varying distances, seeking to knock the metal target over.
Metallic silhouette shooting at WEGC is conducted with small bore rifles.

SHOTGUN - TRAP/SKEET/SPORT:
There are traditionally three major disciplines of competitive clay pigeon shooting (i.e.,
shooting shotguns at clay targets). The disciplines include trap shooting, skeet shooting and sporting
clay shooting. They are distinguished roughly as follows:
•
•
•

TRAP: In trap shooting, the targets are launched from a single "house" or machine, generally
away from the shooter.
SKEET: In skeet shooting, targets are launched from two "houses" in somewhat "sideways"
paths that intersect in front of the shooter.
SPORTING CLAYS: Sporting clays usually includes a more complex course, with many launch
points.

There are variations within each group.
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